The Automotive Dealership Industry is massive with more than 17,500 Franchised Automotive Dealerships just in the
United States. This app built using SAP Fiori principles focuses on the Sales Associates (Persona) working for these
Dealerships. They face challenge in closing the car deals and struggle to finish the formalities during the closing
process.
It is time consuming to accumulate the various details in the car selling process. Sales Associates have to







Interact; send updates and accurate documents/forms to 3rd Party Vendors like Banks and other Financial
Organizations who provide the finance and insurance.
Send the right documents/forms to clients.
Make sure the inventory lead time for cars are reduced (Car Dealers have a large lead time, which is a big
challenge for Automotive Dealers)
Make sure the vehicle details provided are accurate.
Make sure they achieve their targets on sale of cars and sale of additional products like Service Contracts and
other Accessories.
Make sure the taxes and fees they charge are correct.

This app facilitates the process of closing car deals in a step by step wizard manner. It is simple, intuitive, and
delightful where most information is updated based on real-time information by simple selections. It will help the
sales associate to focus on meeting their car sales targets and spend less time on the deal closure process.
Persona: Lisa Doe
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Go to On-going Deals. The other tiles are for other apps which are not shown here. The other apps
through the same launch pad are Deals History, Inventory and Lead Time and Reports which helps Lisa
perform her tasks.
Live update is depicted on sky picture indicates which cars have been updated as ‘ready for sale’ on ATG
Auto dealers’ website. There are other self-employee tiles as well for Lisa.

Screen 1 below: Customer Info (Step 1)
In On-going Deals, in the
left-side master-section,
Lisa can search by
Customer Name, Car
Make and Stock No. of
the car inventory which is
going to be sold.
The right side detail
section shows step-wise,
with mostly pre-filled
data, and editable fields.
Customer Info is the first
step. A co-buyer can be
added and the
information updated in
the deal.

Screen 2: Vehicle Info (Step 2) On Choosing the Vehicle with the stock no, pre-filled data is
shown on the page. Additional vehicles could be added to the same client.

Screen 3 Below: Add Products (Step 3) According to
the selected additional products, pre-filled data
shows up. Additional Products could be added and
updated.

Screen 4 Below: Fees and Taxes (Step 4) According
to the selected US State, pre-filled data shows up.

Screen 5 below: Sales Info (Step 5)

Screen 6: Forms (Step 6) important documents can be
sent instantly via email to clients or 3rd Party vendors.

Screen 6: Forms (Step 6) sending important forms to Client

Screen 7: Forms (Step 7) Summary and Closure. The deal could be updates, closed or cancelled.

SAP Web IDE screens with new icons added and customized

SAP Web IDE Detail View shows Simple Forms added and customized

SAP Web IDE Preview Run with Mock data

